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Maintenance, Repairs & Refurbs

Contract Administration

Project Management

The ability to inspect a property and
advise upon the need for remedial
works to restore a building, or bring
its fabric into an appropriate
condition.

Describes the process of running a
construction contract on behalf of
you the client, using our experience
to ensure compliance with legislation
and a smooth and efficient contract.

This is the process of taking
responsibility for and implementing a
framework of controls that facilitate
the successful delivery of a
construction project.

We can prepare a pre-planned
maintenance programme which
involves a detailed appraisal followed
by the preparation of a schedule with
costs and prioritised maintenance
works over a 5 - 20 year period.

We chair contract meetings and
monitor works to ensure all parties
meet their obligations.

As highly motivated individuals we
use our skills and understanding of
the entire construction process to
ensure projects are completed on
time and budget to the appropriate
quality.

The benefits of refurbishment have
long been known, but in these days
of sustainability and recycling the
principle of embodied energ is
gaining favour.

We ensure the contractor submits
fair valuations and the works are
compliant with quality and time
constraints set out in the contract.
At the end of the contract we will
agree the final account and issue
formal completion certificates and
deal with snagging.

Whether you are altering a building
or developing a site we have the
necessary skill and experience to
head up your project team.

Project Monitoring

Fire, Flood & Storm Damage

Project Monitoring is the adoption of
a professional advisor to provide a
watchful eye on a Development,
ensuring that your interests are protected.

We understand the need for a
reactive body who can drop
everything and attend to a critical
situation, whether it involves fire,
flood or storm damage.

Normally involves a building being
developed by a third party including
design b ild projects. The interest
may purely be funding, alternately
you may have contracted to become
the owner/occupier, of the building.

We have the necessary skills to act
on your behalf and minimize your
liabilities by taking well considered
decisions early in the process,
decisions that may save you or your
business time and money.

Our input provides a professional
overview and insight through a series
of regular reports. This service
allows you, the Client, to participate
at an appropriate level in the
process with our support.

We are used to dealing with loss
adjusters and to justifying our
actions, negotiating the best possible
deal for you.
If you need our help call us!
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